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Rehabilitation after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction 

The goal of this casuistic work is description of theory related to the topic the reconstruction anterior cruciatum 
ligament, therapeutic approaches, examination and  day by day therapy.
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evaluation

the design is not consistent, presence of bullets in theoretical part, text is not always in justified on right side
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The theory is written with respect to basic topic. Logical construction is sufficiently related to a bachelor degree 
thesis.  Student included description of special orthopedic test for knee stability which above expected knowledge 
for students of this level. methodology concept is written well. In examination part are few grammatical mistakes 
like "Trendelemburg"sign. Short and long term rehabilitation plans are constructed excellent specially long term 
shows students ability to understand follow up necessity functioning in day activities. Day by day therapy 
describes in details all provided exercises. The thesis contents all required parts of bachelor thesis. Question: Is 
important to regain new quality of balance after ACL reconstruction as prevention to postoperative failure?
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